Correcting the intensity of the dispersion component. For each line in the spectrum, we measure three (two) values of the normalized dispersion intensity,
These values will often need to be corrected for (1) a dispersion components introduced by slight microwave bridge imbalances and (2) for a small non-linearity in
) . Dispersion introduced by HSE and/or DD has the property that
= 0 (S1) For 15 N, only the first equation is pertinent.
Microwave bridge imbalance. For a well-balanced microwave bridge that does not introduce a dispersion component
satisfies eq S1 and no correction is needed. However, most measurements are taken in which a slight bridge imbalance introduces instrumental dispersion components (ID),
, that are of the same sign and magnitude for the three lines. To correct for the imbalance, we compute
where the subscript ! M j on the ID component is dropped because it is assumed to be independent of ! M j . Adding the value of eq S2 for the ! M j = -1 line to that for
The subscript ! S3 means that the ID component is computed using eq S3. Subtracting eq S2 for
from which the two values of the corrected values for the outer lines may be used to compute average values and standard deviations. The accuracy of the procedure to obtain eq S4 may be tested directly for 14 N, by recognizing that because of the second equality in eq S1, we expect that
is essentially a test of the assumption that
, that there is negligible systematic error resulting from the different line shapes of the three lines. If eq S5 holds, then we may correct for ID using eq S4 for either isotope. Using eq S5, we obtain an alternate correction in the case of 14 N as follows:
Testing eq S5. Figure S1 shows values of
(diamonds) for all temperatures and concentrations > 0.1 mM plotted versus the right-hand side of eq S4. Values of
observed are given by triangles and of
ID
by circles. Figure S1 . Observed values of the normalized dispersion intensity versus the corrected intensity for computed with eq S4 for14pDT in 70%AG all temperatures and all concentrations > 0.1 mM.
Figure S1 shows perceptible non-linearity and spread in the values before correction. On the scale of Figure S1 , both sides of eq S4 are similar. Figure S2 shows the relationship between
16 times more sensitive than that in Figure S1 . Figure S2 . Values of the normalized dispersion corrected using eq S4 vs. those using eq S6.
Corrected values using eq S6 are shown in Figure S3 . Figure S3 . Values of the normalized dispersion intensity corrected using eq S6:
, a. To judge the difference in the corrections using eq S4 or S6, also plotted are values corrected with eq S4: Clearly the correction using eq S4 works extremely well. In summary, for 14 N we may correct the observed values of the normalized dispersion using either eq S4 or S6 because it makes negligible difference. For 15 N we must use eq S4.
Correcting for a small non-linearity between normalized broadening and normalized dispersion. By fitting spectra simulated with the kinetic equations, we find that eqs 19 are fulfilled provided we correct for a small linearity between the normalized broadening and the normalized dispersion as follows: 
Thus, the slopes of the linear plots of the left-hand sides of eqs S10 versus It is important to understand that we are endeavoring to measure the same quantity, 
